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Speech & Language Processing
“This majestic, moving novel is an instant classic, a book that will be read, discussed and taught beyond the rest of our lives.”—Chicago
Tribune Winner of the National Book Critics Circle Award, A Lesson Before Dying is a deep and compassionate novel about a young man
who returns to 1940s Cajun country to visit a black youth on death row for a crime he didn't commit. Together they come to understand
the heroism of resisting. From the critically acclaimed author of A Gathering of Old Men and The Autobiography of Miss Jane Pittman.

Practical English Workbook
'Few people understand Grammar like Craig Shrives. Best of all, no one explains it so well and so easily.' - Chief Executive of
Crimestoppers and former Director of the Intelligence Corps, Mark Hallas OBE Written by a former British Army officer (also the founder
of the popular website Grammar Monster), Smashing Grammar is both a go-to grammar guide and a primer for writing clear English.
Smashing Grammar is divided into three sections: A-Z of Punctuation, A-Z of Grammar Essentials and A-Z of Easily Confused Words.
Every entry starts with a simple explanation and some basic examples. These are followed by real-life, engaging examples, which have
been painstakingly hunted down for their ability to illustrate the point. Every entry concludes with a 'Why Should I Care?' section offering
great tips and advice and explaining why the grammar point matters to a writer. Imbued with 'barrack room' humour, the writing itself is
entertaining and often laugh-out-loud funny, with thousands of sample quotations ranging from Groucho Marx and Homer the Simpson to
Karl Marx and Homer the Greek.

Things Fall Apart
Syntactical Mechanics
Language Network
The first part of J. R. R. Tolkien's epic adventure THE LORD OF THE RINGS In a sleepy village in the Shire, a young hobbit is entrusted
with an immense task. He must make a perilous journey across Middle-earth to the Cracks of Doom, there to destroy the Ruling Ring of
Power - the only thing that prevents the Dark Lord Sauron's evil dominion. Thus begins J. R. R. Tolkien's classic tale of adventure, which
continues in The Two Towers and The Return of the King.

Natural Language Annotation for Machine Learning
The Treasury of Knowledge and Library of Reference
An English Grammar
Smashing Grammar
The Grammar of English Grammars
A riveting and powerful story of an unforgiving time, an unlikely friendship and an indestructible love

Anthem
New English Grammar Series

On the Nature of War
To help her poverty-stricken family, 13-year-old Lupita enters California as an illegal alien and starts to work while constantly on the
watch for "la migra." Reprint.
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Lord of the Flies
The Psychological Experiences Connected with the Different Parts of Speech
One of the BBC's '100 Novels That Shaped Our World' A worldwide bestseller and the first part of Achebe's African Trilogy, Things Fall
Apart is the compelling story of one man's battle to protect his community against the forces of change Okonkwo is the greatest wrestler
and warrior alive, and his fame spreads throughout West Africa like a bush-fire in the harmattan. But when he accidentally kills a
clansman, things begin to fall apart. Then Okonkwo returns from exile to find missionaries and colonial governors have arrived in the
village. With his world thrown radically off-balance he can only hurtle towards tragedy. First published in 1958, Chinua Achebe's stark,
coolly ironic novel reshaped both African and world literature, and has sold over ten million copies in forty-five languages. This arresting
parable of a proud but powerless man witnessing the ruin of his people begins Achebe's landmark trilogy of works chronicling the fate of
one African community, continued in Arrow of God and No Longer at Ease. 'His courage and generosity are made manifest in the work'
Toni Morrison 'The writer in whose company the prison walls fell down' Nelson Mandela 'A great book, that bespeaks a great, brave, kind,
human spirit' John Updike With an Introduction by Biyi Bandele

A Grammar of the Latin Language from Plautus to Suetonius
Wren New Simpler Parts of Speech 1
Celebrate the thirtieth anniversary of the Newbery Honor–winning survival novel Hatchet with a pocket-sized edition perfect for travelers
to take along on their own adventures. This special anniversary edition includes a new introduction and commentary by author Gary
Paulsen, pen-and-ink illustrations by Drew Willis, and a water resistant cover. Hatchet has also been nominated as one of America’s bestloved novels by PBS’s The Great American Read. Thirteen-year-old Brian Robeson, haunted by his secret knowledge of his mother’s
infidelity, is traveling by single-engine plane to visit his father for the first time since the divorce. When the plane crashes, killing the pilot,
the sole survivor is Brian. He is alone in the Canadian wilderness with nothing but his clothing, a tattered windbreaker, and the hatchet
his mother had given him as a present. At first consumed by despair and self-pity, Brian slowly learns survival skills—how to make a
shelter for himself, how to hunt and fish and forage for food, how to make a fire—and even finds the courage to start over from scratch
when a tornado ravages his campsite. When Brian is finally rescued after fifty-four days in the wild, he emerges from his ordeal with new
patience and maturity, and a greater understanding of himself and his parents.

The English Language
Shane
Verbal Behavior
Essentials of English Grammar
The Grammar of English Grammars, with an Introduction Historical and Critical
This book offers a highly accessible introduction to natural language processing, the field that supports a variety of language
technologies, from predictive text and email filtering to automatic summarization and translation. With it, you'll learn how to write Python
programs that work with large collections of unstructured text. You'll access richly annotated datasets using a comprehensive range of
linguistic data structures, and you'll understand the main algorithms for analyzing the content and structure of written communication.
Packed with examples and exercises, Natural Language Processing with Python will help you: Extract information from unstructured text,
either to guess the topic or identify "named entities" Analyze linguistic structure in text, including parsing and semantic analysis Access
popular linguistic databases, including WordNet and treebanks Integrate techniques drawn from fields as diverse as linguistics and
artificial intelligence This book will help you gain practical skills in natural language processing using the Python programming language
and the Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK) open source library. If you're interested in developing web applications, analyzing multilingual
news sources, or documenting endangered languages -- or if you're simply curious to have a programmer's perspective on how human
language works -- you'll find Natural Language Processing with Python both fascinating and immensely useful.

English Grammar The twelfth edition, improved
50 years of an iconic classic! This international bestseller and inspiration for a beloved movie is a heroic story of friendship and
belonging. No one ever said life was easy. But Ponyboy is pretty sure that he's got things figured out. He knows that he can count on his
brothers, Darry and Sodapop. And he knows that he can count on his friends—true friends who would do anything for him, like Johnny
and Two-Bit. But not on much else besides trouble with the Socs, a vicious gang of rich kids whose idea of a good time is beating up on
“greasers” like Ponyboy. At least he knows what to expect—until the night someone takes things too far. The Outsiders is a dramatic and
enduring work of fiction that laid the groundwork for the YA genre. S. E. Hinton's classic story of a boy who finds himself on the outskirts
of regular society remains as powerful today as it was the day it was first published. "The Outsiders transformed young-adult fiction from
a genre mostly about prom queens, football players and high school crushes to one that portrayed a darker, truer world." —The New York
Times "Taut with tension, filled with drama." —The Chicago Tribune "[A] classic coming-of-age book." —Philadelphia Daily News A New
York Herald Tribune Best Teenage Book A Chicago Tribune Book World Spring Book Festival Honor Book An ALA Best Book for Young
Adults Winner of the Massachusetts Children's Book Award

The parts of speech and how to use them
Grounded in linguistic research and argumentation, this reference offers readers who have little or no analytic understanding of English a
thorough treatment of the various components of the language.
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The Fellowship of the Ring (the Lord of the Rings, Book 1)
Create your own natural language training corpus for machine learning. Whether you’re working with English, Chinese, or any other
natural language, this hands-on book guides you through a proven annotation development cycle—the process of adding metadata to
your training corpus to help ML algorithms work more efficiently. You don’t need any programming or linguistics experience to get
started. Using detailed examples at every step, you’ll learn how the MATTER Annotation Development Process helps you Model,
Annotate, Train, Test, Evaluate, and Revise your training corpus. You also get a complete walkthrough of a real-world annotation project.
Define a clear annotation goal before collecting your dataset (corpus) Learn tools for analyzing the linguistic content of your corpus Build
a model and specification for your annotation project Examine the different annotation formats, from basic XML to the Linguistic
Annotation Framework Create a gold standard corpus that can be used to train and test ML algorithms Select the ML algorithms that will
process your annotated data Evaluate the test results and revise your annotation task Learn how to use lightweight software for
annotating texts and adjudicating the annotations This book is a perfect companion to O’Reilly’s Natural Language Processing with
Python.

English grammar The forty-second edition
Syntax, Bruce McMenomy would like the beleaguered student to know, is not a collection of inconsistent and arbitrary rules, but rather an
organic expression of meaning that evolved over time. Aimed at intermediate and advanced students of classical languages, this book
shows how understanding grammatical concepts as channels for meaning makes learning them that much easier and, in a word, natural.
Syntactical Mechanics systematically defines the basic categories of traditional grammar (parts of speech, subjects and predicates, and
types of sentences and subordinate clauses), and then unpacks the most important syntactical structures and markings that shape
meaning in a sentence. These grammatical entities evolved, McMenomy asserts, from their common Indo-European ancestors as tools for
the expression of meaning, and the continuity of an idea can often be traced through these structures. Accordingly, he examines the
elements of English, Latin, and Greek syntax together, exploring how their similarities and differences can disclose something of their
underlying rationale. With abundant examples from English as well as Latin and Greek, McMenomy considers the grammatical cases of
the noun, and the tenses, moods, and aspects of a verb. In an engaging and accessible manner, McMenomy helps to rationalize the
apparent inconsistencies between Latin and Greek and makes the mastery of Latin and Greek constructions that much more meaningful,
reasonable, and likely.

A Lesson Before Dying
From #1 bestselling author John Green and now a major motion picture starring Shailene Woodley, Ansel Elgort, and Laura Dern! “The
greatest romance story of this decade.″ —Entertainment Weekly #1 New York Times Bestseller #1 Wall Street Journal Bestseller #1 USA
Today Bestseller #1 International Bestseller Despite the tumor-shrinking medical miracle that has bought her a few years, Hazel has never
been anything but terminal, her final chapter inscribed upon diagnosis. But when a gorgeous plot twist named Augustus Waters suddenly
appears at Cancer Kid Support Group, Hazel’s story is about to be completely rewritten. From John Green, #1 bestselling author of Turtles
All the Way Down, The Fault in Our Stars is insightful, bold, irreverent, and raw. It brilliantly explores the funny, thrilling, and tragic
business of being alive and in love.

The Fault in Our Stars
A Long Walk to Water
The Outsiders
William Golding’s unforgettable classic of boyhood adventure and the savagery of humanity comes to Penguin Classics in a stunning
Graphic Deluxe Edition with a new foreword by Lois Lowry As provocative today as when it was first published in 1954, Lord of the Flies
continues to ignite passionate debate with its startling, brutal portrait of human nature. William Golding’s compelling story about a group
of very ordinary boys marooned on a coral island has been labeled a parable, an allegory, a myth, a morality tale, a parody, a political
treatise, and even a vision of the apocalypse. But above all, it has earned its place as one of the indisputable classics of the twentieth
century for readers of any age. This Penguin Classics Graphic Deluxe Edition features an array of special features to supplement the
novel, including a foreword by Lois Lowry, an introduction by Stephen King, an essay by E. M. Forster, an essay on teaching and reading
the novel and suggestions for further exploration by scholar Jennifer Buehler, and an extended note by E. L. Epstein, the publisher of the
first American paperback edition of Lord of the Flies. For more than seventy years, Penguin has been the leading publisher of classic
literature in the English-speaking world. With more than 1,700 titles, Penguin Classics represents a global bookshelf of the best works
throughout history and across genres and disciplines. Readers trust the series to provide authoritative texts enhanced by introductions
and notes by distinguished scholars and contemporary authors, as well as up-to-date translations by award-winning translators.

Hatchet
The New York Times bestseller A Long Walk to Water begins as two stories, told in alternating sections, about two eleven-year-olds in
Sudan, a girl in 2008 and a boy in 1985. The girl, Nya, is fetching water from a pond that is two hours’ walk from her home: she makes two
trips to the pond every day. The boy, Salva, becomes one of the "lost boys" of Sudan, refugees who cover the African continent on foot as
they search for their families and for a safe place to stay. Enduring every hardship from loneliness to attack by armed rebels to contact
with killer lions and crocodiles, Salva is a survivor, and his story goes on to intersect with Nya’s in an astonishing and moving way.

A Manual of Anglo-Saxon for Beginners
In 1934, at the age of 30, B. F. Skinner found himself at a dinner sitting next to Professor Alfred North Whitehead. Never one to lose an
opportunity to promote behaviorism, Skinner expounded its main tenets to the distinguished philosopher. Whitehead acknowledged that
science might account for most of human behavior but he would not include verbal behavior. He ended the discussion with a challenge:
"Let me see you," he said, "account for my behavior as I sit here saying, 'No black scorpion is falling upon this table.'" The next morning
Skinner began this book. It took him over twenty years to complete. This book extends the laboratory-based principles of selection by
consequences to account for what people say, write, gesture, and think. Skinner argues that verbal behavior requires a separate analysis
because it does not operate on the environment directly, but rather through the behavior of other people in a verbal community. He
illustrates his thesis with examples from literature, the arts, and sciences, as well as from his own verbal behavior and that of his
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colleagues and children. Perhaps it is because this theoretical work provides a way to approach that most human of human behavior that
Skinner ofter called Verbal Behavior his most important work.

A Grammar of the Latin Language from Plautus to Suetonius: Sounds. Inflexions. Word-formation.
Appendices
Hard Times for These Times
A Thousand Splendid Suns
Lupita Manana
Throughout history, some books have changed the world. They have transformed the way we see ourselves - and each other. They have
inspired debate, dissent, war and revolution. They have enlightened, outraged, provoked and comforted. They have enriched lives - and
destroyed them. Now Penguin brings you the works of the great thinkers, pioneers, radicals and visionaries whose ideas shook
civilization and helped make us who we are.

The Student's Journal
In a future world, only one man dares to think, strive, and love as an individual in the midst of a paralyzing collective humanity.

English Grammar, Adapted to the Different Classes of Learners with an Appendix, Containing
Rules and Observations
The Typology of Parts of Speech Systems
Billy Pilgrim returns home from the Second World War only to be kidnapped by aliens from the planet Tralfamadore, who teach him that
time is an eternal present

Natural Language Processing with Python
Slaughterhouse-five
First published in 2002. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
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